The dot denotes differentiation with respect to x. The problem at hand is to find in a class of admissible arcs C, an arc C o , which minimizes the integral where P(x, y 9 a) and f(x 9 y, a) are assumed to be class C" for (x, y, a) in an open set R while g(b), X s (b), Y is (b) are of class C π on B. Under the added assumption that P(x 9 y, a) is Lipschitzian in y and a, the indirect method of Hestenes is used to prove that the necessary conditions for relative minima of the problem above, strengthened in the usual manner, yield a set of sufficient conditions. This problem differs from that of Pontryagin in the choice of (x 9 y 9 a) to lie in an open set. DEFINITIONS (d) C Q with ^' (x) satisfies the strengthened condition II N of Weierstrass, E π (x, y, p, q, z) 7> 0 whenever (x, y, p, z) is near those on C o and (x, y, p) Φ (x, y, q) in R. The l?-function is given by E H (x, y, p, q, z) = -H{x, y, q, z) + H(x, y, p, z) + (q h -(e) For every nonnull admissible variation 7, the second variation J 2 (7) along C o is greater than zero where -I 2ω(x, r/, a) Unless otherwise specified it will be assumed that the arc denoted by C o will satisfy condition S. The principal theorem of this paper can now be stated and its proof will be given in § 7, using the results of the intervening sections. (b, y) in N and (x, y, a) Eπ{%, y, P, q, z) ^ hl(q -p) for (x, y, p) in N o and (x, y, q) in R where
and I q -p \ -the length of the vector q -p.
3* I*(C).
Let C o be a nonsingular minimizing arc and define
where the missing arguments are (x, y(x), z(x) ). Choose a function I*(C) so that
I*(C) + E*(C) .
It follows from the definitions of I(C) and E%{C) that
From the definition of I*(C), for all arcs C with (6, ^/) in N lΦ Since H a h(x y y Q , α 0 , «) = 0, it follows that for ε > 0 a neighborhood N 2 of C o in 6 y-space can be chosen so that
for all arcs C with (6, ?/) in ΛΓ 2 . From Theorem 2.2,
This together with inequality (3.3) yields
Choose ε x such that ε ± (x 2 -x 1 ) < ε/2 and εjh < ε. If in addition F is taken to be the smaller of the neighborhoods N λ and N i9 the theorem follows readily from inequalities (3.2) and (3.4 
The definition of I(C) and Theorem 3. 
, is defined on the larger interval e 1 ^ x ^ e 2 and is therefore an extension of the arc C o . Since this extension is unique, the extended arc will be denoted by C o ,
If an admissible arc C lies in a sufficiently small neighborhood of C o then e 1 ^ X\b) < X 2 (δ) ^ ^2 and the arc C may be extended uniquely to the interval e 1 ^ x ^ β 2 by requiring that α(a?) = α o (α;) where it is undefined and that y = P(a?, 7/, α(a?)) also holds on the extension. The extended arc will also be denoted by C.
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This method of extension will be used throughout the rest of the paper. In the formulas for I(C) and I*(C) it will be understood that the integrals will be evaluated on the interval x 1 rg x ίg x 2 and not on the extended interval. An exception to this convention is made in the formula for K(C, C o ) which is discussed in the next session. 5* The function K(C, C o )* To measure the deviation of comparison arcs from the minimizing arc, we shall define a function K(C, C o ) where C, C o are the unique extensions of admissible arcs given in the last section as
Jccl and E R (C) is not changed by extending the interval. 
If F is the neighborhood in Theorem 3.2 and E%(C q ) ^ 2σ for <ϊ > tfo, σ > 0,1(C q ) > /(C o ) + σ which contradicts the hypothesis that lim sup g=oo I(C g ) ^ I(C 0 ). Hence, E£(C q ) <L2σ < ε/4. Theorem 5.1 asserts that K(C q , C o ) < ε for arbitrary ε > 0 and the theorem is proved. THEOREM Since lim, =co K(C qy C o ) = 0, it follows that
The first two of these equalities give the convergence properties of the sequences {b q } and {y q (x)} respectively. Suppose now that there is a subset S of e 1 g x g e 2 of positive measure, m(S) > 0, such that for any integer q Q there is a q > # 0 for which | α ff (α) -α o (aj) | > σ > 0 for all x in S. Then, since l(a q -a 0 ) ^ 0 for all g, it follows that
for infinitely many g's. This contradicts equation (5. For a sequence of arcs C q with the property that lim g=oo K(C q , C Q ) = 0 it will be shown that the sequence of variations {y q } converges in subsequence to a variation 7 0 which is admissible on x 1 ^ x ^ x 2 . From the definitions of y q and K(C q , C Q ) it follows that (6.1)
W&)
Since each term is nonnegative. Using these inequalities we shall obtain several theorems, the first of which is (x) . The variation τ 0 will be admissible if it is differentially admissible and satisfies the endpoint equations in § 1. Let M 5 be a subset of x 1 ^ x ^ x 2 on which {a q (x)} converges uniformly to a o (x) and whose complement relative to x 1 ^ x ^ x 2 has measure less than S, δ > 0. By Taylor's theorem, y q -y 0 = P yj {y{ -y>} + P ah {a h q -αf} + i2, , the arguments of P y i, P α A being (x, y Qi a Q ) and I -Kg I ^ Ml VQ -Vo I + I a q -α 0 1} on M where ε q -> 0 as g -• oo. Then lim \ η q {x)dx = lim I {P y ;$ + P a M\}dx + lim ί ^-dx .
Since the last integral on the right is bounded and ε q -> 0 as q -» 00 ? it follows from Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 that
and 7 0 is differentially admissible. The endpoint conditions on an admissible arc yield 
When g -> co ?
#(αS) = {Y; s -2/SX;}/3g = Q/3g and 7 0 is admissible. 7* Proof of the sufficiency theorem* Two theorems involving I*(C q ) and E%{C q ) will be proved, then they will be used to obtain a proof of the sufficiency theorem of § 2. (x, V,, a>o, z) Since {a q (x)} converges weakly to a o (x) on M,
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